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About This Game

Tower defence with classic gameplay.
Build towers to protect your base from lots of enemies.

- 30 temathic levels
- Ugly models

- Destr 5d3b920ae0

Title: Trash defense
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Publisher:
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English

pure trash cargohose defense. pure trash defense. pure trash cargohose defense. pure trash defense. james harden trash defense.
pure trash cargohose defense. 2k19 defense trash. superior defense trash bag. glad dual defense trash bags. defense trash talk.
trash tower defense. glad dual defense trash bags. defense trash talk. james harden trash defense. james harden trash defense.
glad dual defense trash bags. pure trash defense. trash tower defense. trash tower defense. defense trash talk. superior defense
trash bag. pure trash defense. glad dual defense trash bags. james harden trash defense. 2k19 defense trash. defense trash talk.
pure trash cargohose defense. trash tower defense. superior defense trash bag. 2k19 defense trash. superior defense trash bag.
2k19 defense trash

It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I am having some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing
and holding the left mouse button). Not the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the
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lanes could not be fully viewed, but more than enough to keep you occupied. Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than
the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese spelling ability is non existent) and their tendency for picking
"unusual" Western names.. Okay. Let's just stop and look at a couple of things: 1) The "professional programmers" can't be
bothered to use correct English grammar in the two sentence quick description of this game and say "Develop by professional
programmers." Question: If the "professional programmers" can't even spell a word like 'developed' correctly here on the Steam
store page, why should a potential customer trust that this game called "Trash Defense" is anything but the first word of the
game name? 2) The developer and publisher name is "Fugging games" (except it's actually the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with
"ck") Question: Let's imagine for a moment that Pepsi had named their company instead "Poopsi" and called their soft drink
"Trash" much like the developers name and game name here. Do you think it would have sold initially and ever gone on to have
the success that it has? This game is discussed in entirely too much detail and this game is played entirely too long in this first
impressions review video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be NOT RECOMMENDED as
my fugging gut instinct tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name and well known asset flipper
already here on Steam just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this game is the first word of its
own title name, and there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO. Throw your coins in the trash
instead of putting them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.. It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I am having
some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding the left mouse button). Not the deepest
of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but more than
enough to keep you occupied. Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer
(my Chinese spelling ability is non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names.. Okay. Let's just stop and
look at a couple of things: 1) The "professional programmers" can't be bothered to use correct English grammar in the two
sentence quick description of this game and say "Develop by professional programmers." Question: If the "professional
programmers" can't even spell a word like 'developed' correctly here on the Steam store page, why should a potential customer
trust that this game called "Trash Defense" is anything but the first word of the game name? 2) The developer and publisher
name is "Fugging games" (except it's actually the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with "ck") Question: Let's imagine for a moment
that Pepsi had named their company instead "Poopsi" and called their soft drink "Trash" much like the developers name and
game name here. Do you think it would have sold initially and ever gone on to have the success that it has? This game is
discussed in entirely too much detail and this game is played entirely too long in this first impressions review video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be NOT RECOMMENDED as my fugging gut instinct
tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name and well known asset flipper already here on Steam
just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this game is the first word of its own title name, and
there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO. Throw your coins in the trash instead of putting
them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.. It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I am having some fun (even
more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding the left mouse button). Not the deepest of titles, and I
have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but more than enough to keep you
occupied. Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese
spelling ability is non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names.. It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I
am having some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding the left mouse button). Not
the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but
more than enough to keep you occupied. Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?)
developer (my Chinese spelling ability is non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names.. It's a cheap
Tower Defense title and I am having some fun (even more so when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding
the left mouse button). Not the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could
not be fully viewed, but more than enough to keep you occupied. Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling
ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese spelling ability is non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual"
Western names.. Okay. Let's just stop and look at a couple of things: 1) The "professional programmers" can't be bothered to
use correct English grammar in the two sentence quick description of this game and say "Develop by professional
programmers." Question: If the "professional programmers" can't even spell a word like 'developed' correctly here on the Steam
store page, why should a potential customer trust that this game called "Trash Defense" is anything but the first word of the
game name? 2) The developer and publisher name is "Fugging games" (except it's actually the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with
"ck") Question: Let's imagine for a moment that Pepsi had named their company instead "Poopsi" and called their soft drink
"Trash" much like the developers name and game name here. Do you think it would have sold initially and ever gone on to have
the success that it has? This game is discussed in entirely too much detail and this game is played entirely too long in this first
impressions review video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be NOT RECOMMENDED as
my fugging gut instinct tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name and well known asset flipper
already here on Steam just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this game is the first word of its
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own title name, and there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO. Throw your coins in the trash
instead of putting them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.. Okay. Let's just stop and look at a couple of
things: 1) The "professional programmers" can't be bothered to use correct English grammar in the two sentence quick
description of this game and say "Develop by professional programmers." Question: If the "professional programmers" can't
even spell a word like 'developed' correctly here on the Steam store page, why should a potential customer trust that this game
called "Trash Defense" is anything but the first word of the game name? 2) The developer and publisher name is "Fugging
games" (except it's actually the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with "ck") Question: Let's imagine for a moment that Pepsi had
named their company instead "Poopsi" and called their soft drink "Trash" much like the developers name and game name here.
Do you think it would have sold initially and ever gone on to have the success that it has? This game is discussed in entirely too
much detail and this game is played entirely too long in this first impressions review video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be NOT RECOMMENDED as my fugging gut instinct
tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name and well known asset flipper already here on Steam
just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this game is the first word of its own title name, and
there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO. Throw your coins in the trash instead of putting
them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.. Okay. Let's just stop and look at a couple of things: 1) The
"professional programmers" can't be bothered to use correct English grammar in the two sentence quick description of this
game and say "Develop by professional programmers." Question: If the "professional programmers" can't even spell a word like
'developed' correctly here on the Steam store page, why should a potential customer trust that this game called "Trash Defense"
is anything but the first word of the game name? 2) The developer and publisher name is "Fugging games" (except it's actually
the F bomb, as in replace "gg" with "ck") Question: Let's imagine for a moment that Pepsi had named their company instead
"Poopsi" and called their soft drink "Trash" much like the developers name and game name here. Do you think it would have
sold initially and ever gone on to have the success that it has? This game is discussed in entirely too much detail and this game is
played entirely too long in this first impressions review video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57h8UQ5yTKU&feature=youtu.be NOT RECOMMENDED as my fugging gut instinct
tells me that this "Fugging" developer is just an alternate developer name and well known asset flipper already here on Steam
just hiding behind an alternate developer account name. Not only that, this game is the first word of its own title name, and
there is no way that can be defended. My score is a big whopping red ZERO. Throw your coins in the trash instead of putting
them towards this trash as that would be money better spent.
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